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Traditional incandescent and fluorescent artificial lighting systems are basically passive illumination sources offering,
if anything, only rudimentary control capability such as dimming. In strong contrast, the introduction of solid state
lighting over the past 20 years, especially in the form of gallium nitride light emitting diodes (GaN LEDs), is
transforming lighting into a semiconductor technology which has the potential to interface directly to very
sophisticated control electronics. Early stage demonstrations of the potential of such smart lighting have barely shown
what is possible and, indeed, now that customised nitride LEDs are beginning to be interfaced to CMOS electronics we
can clearly see a move towards the true digitalisation of lighting. This has very profound implications, for scientific
instrumentation, for the way we interface with the brain, for virtual and augmented reality systems, for
communications, navigation and tracking, for control of autonomous systems and beyond. In this talk, I will give an
overview of developments based on micro-pixellated GaN LED arrays interfaced to CMOS, which allow demonstration
of many of the features and applications listed above. We will show how various forms of mask-free processing
technology, bioinstrumentation, wireless optical communications and location and tracking systems can be
implemented, and how these sources can, with suitable single photon-counting detection, even be operated down to
levels of a few photons per bit of information, applicable, for example, in on-board-powered satellite communications
and navigation systems and in underwater environments".
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